**SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY**

**DOUG UNPLUGGED**
by Dan Yaccarino, E Yaccarino
Doug the robot discovers that cities are much more than downloaded facts when he unplugs from the computer feed and explores one first-hand, without the aid of technology.

**ZARA THE STARLIGHT FAIRY** *
by Daisy Meadows
**J PB SERIES RAINBOW MAGIC**
Without Zara the Starlight Fairy’s magic, the stars are dimming. The night sky could be ruined forever. Rachel and Kirsty know that Camp Stargaze won’t be the same without any stars in the sky, so helping their fairy friends is a number one priority!

**SPORTS**

**BASEBALL BALLERINA**
by Kathryn Cristaldi, E* PB Cristaldi
A baseball-loving girl worries that the ballet class her mother forces her to take will ruin her reputation with the other members of her baseball team.

**FROGGY PLAYS SOCCER** *
Although Froggy is very excited when his Dream Team plays for the city soccer championship, he makes a mistake on the field that almost costs the team the game.

**KICK, PASS, AND RUN**
by Leonard Kessler, E* Kessler/ E* PB Kessler
The animals see football for the first time, and decide to form teams of their own.

**PLAY BALL, AMELIA BEDELIA** *
by Peggy Parish, E* Parish
Amelia Bedelia, who doesn’t know anything about baseball, has to replace a player who is sick.

---

**Library Hours:**

- **Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri.** 9 a.m.—9 p.m.
- **Wed.** 10 a.m.—9 p.m.
- **Sat.** Sept.—June 9 a.m.—5 p.m.  
  July—Aug. 9 a.m.—1 p.m.
- **Sun.** Sept.—May 1 p.m.—5 p.m.

*AN ASTERISK (*) AFTER THE TITLE INDICATES THAT ANY BOOK IN THE SERIES IS RECOMMENDED.*
ANIMALS

ALIEN AND POSSUM HANGING OUT
by Tony Johnston, E* Johnston
Two unique friends, Possum and Alien, spend time together celebrating their uniqueness, and hanging out together in a tree.

MOUSE AND MOLE A WINTER WONDERLAND *
by Wong Herbert Yee, E* Yee
Best friends Mouse and Mole enjoy playing in the snow with Sno-Mouse and Sno-Mole, two more best friends.

ONE COOL FRIEND
by Toni Buzzeo, E Buzzeo
Elliot, a very proper young man, feels a kinship with the penguins at the aquarium and wants to take one home with him.

PINKY AND REX AND THE JUST RIGHT PET *
by James Howe, E* Howe, E* PB Howe
Pinky’s family has decided that they want to get a pet, but what kind?

ADVENTURE

DAY OF THE DRAGON KING *
by Mary Pope Osborne, J PB SERIES Magic Tree House
Who would burn books? Jack and Annie find out when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to ancient China.

97 WAYS TO TRAIN A DRAGON *
by Kate McMullan, J PB SERIES Dragon Slayer’s
After a mysterious egg hatches into a baby dragon, Wiglaf and his roommate Angus decide to keep it.

HENRY AND MUDGE AND THE FOREVER SEA *
by Cynthia Rylant, E* PB Rylant
Share a fun-filled day at the beach with Henry and his best friend, a 180-pound dog named Mudge.

TALES OF AMANDA PIG *
by Jean Van Leeuwen, E* PB Van Leeuwen
Amanda Pig, the youngest member of the Pig family, isn’t too little anymore. Is she big enough to fly all the way to grandmother’s house in a make-believe airplane?

HISTORICAL FICTION

FIONA’S LACE
by Patricia Polacco, E Polacco
Fiona and her family moved from Ireland to Chicago to begin a new life. Yet, when the family is struck with misfortune, will Fiona’s lace help save them?

QUEEN VICTORIA’S BATHING MACHINE
by Gloria Whelan, E Whelan
Inspired by a true story, when Queen Victoria is unable to go swimming without her subjects glimpsing her in a swimming suit, her husband, Prince Albert, comes up with an innovative solution so his wife can indulge in the healthy exercise.

A GIFT FOR MAMA
by Linda Raven Lodding, E Lodding
A little boy is on a search for the perfect gift for his mother, navigating the streets of 1890s Vienna, meeting new people, and continuing to trade one gift for another.

HUMOR

INTERRUPTING CHICKEN
by David Ezra Stein, E Stein
Little Red Chicken wants Papa to read her a bedtime story, but interrupts him almost as soon as he begins each tale.

NEVER GLUE YOUR FRIENDS TO CHAIRS *
by Katherine Applegate, J FIC Applegate
When the first-graders’ of bee antennae would not stay on their heads and the drummers would not stay in their seats for the open house play, Roscoe decides to help by using the “don’t-you-dare” glue.

MYSTERY

CAM JANSEN AND THE GREEN SCHOOL MYSTERY *
by David A. Adler, J PB Adler
Cam sells fudge door to door as a fundraiser, but one of the doors is hiding something.

CASE OF THE FOOD FIGHT *
by James Preller, J PB Preller
Jigsaw Jones tries to prove that Joey Pignattano should not be blamed for starting a food fight in school.

MISS NELSON IS MISSING! *
by Harry Allard, E PB Allard
The nicest teacher doesn’t come to school one day and the substitute is a terror! What happened to Miss Nelson? The students must find her.

NATE THE GREAT, SAN FRANCISCO DETECTIVE *
by Marjorie Sharmat, E* Sharmat
Nate The Great goes to San Francisco to solve a mystery with his cousin, Olivia Sharp, who is also a detective.

THE SCHOOLYARD MYSTERY *
by Elizabeth Levy, E* PB Levy
Chip, an invisible boy, and his friends solve the mystery of who took the school ball from the playground.

REALISTIC FICTION

RICH: A DYAMONDE DANIEL BOOK *
by Nikki Grimes J FIC Grimes
Free is excited about a local poetry contest because of its cash prize, but when he and Dyamonde befriend a classmate who is homeless and living in a shelter, they rethink what it means to be rich or poor.

STINK: SOLAR SYSTEM SUPERHERO *
by Megan McDonald J FIC McDonald
When Stink discovers that Pluto has been downgraded from a planet to a dwarf planet, he launches a party in his classroom to restore its status to that of a full-fledged member of the solar system.